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The “moment of shock“ lasted for 3 or 4 minutes: I had never heard Rachmaninov‘s First
Symphony performed so slowly, so seemingly without tension. In any case, given the
work’s catastrophic premiere, it would not be the first time the work had been similarly
mistreated. An initial thought occurred to me: had Lan Shui and the Singapore Symphony
Orchestra deliberately decided to replicate that first disastrous performance, which had
driven the young Rachmaninov almost to the brink of insanity?
Fortunately, however, I had been fundamentally deceived. Gradually the first creative
statements arise from the seemingly unintentional mellifluous colour and sound clouds.
Swirls appear, brought about by the silky smooth sound of the orchestra and the excellent
transparency of the voices gaining increasing greater depth of field: a sound space
emerging and expanding until, suddenly, we are in the midst of a colossal adventure.
Lan Shui has done it again, and, quoting from my review published here two years ago [of
the SSO’s recording of Rachmaninov’s Symphony No. 2], “lets himself being guided by
music itself, its arches, torsions, impulses, melancholies and triumphs: he opens with a
vigorous twist the emotional floodgates, which other interpreters merely touch on (just
because it is written in the score!) - and this, what can be almost called naive, at the first
glance impossible, venturesome jump into the pool of emotions, carries us together with
his fantastic orchestra to heights from where we truly get an overview of this work‘s entire
domain.”
Mutatis mutandis [Latin: “changing only what needs to be changed”], what stood
previously with the Second is also true for this current recording. Having confidence in the
substance and personality of the composer, Lan Shui manages to takes care with an easy
touch that the emotional tides don‘t overflow; and this is a highly audacious form of artistry,
whose exponents even risk big “moments of shock”, because they know, that in the end
their concept works.
Towards the First Piano Concerto Lan Shui and soloist Yevgeny Sudbin take a completely
different approach. As with the orchestra’s recording of the Paganini-Rhapsody, previously
coupled with the Third Symphony, in this case not only at the last minute do they appear to
agree on a common direction. There is a sheer explosive force throughout the work, that
catapults this magnificent opus and lets it fly over 25 minutes, a vigour that is combined
with such a precision, that one, while listening to it, would love to play along to every small
concentration of energy; but since this is not possible, one can only beat the enthusiastic
accents onto one’s desk.
As an attentive critic, I could not expect to again experience and relive the delicate
fingerwork in this recording, the never artificial virtuosity, the naturally flowing yet never
syrupy cantilenas and, once again, the superb sound of the quick-reacting orchestra.

Rasmus van Rijn (19.07.2013)
Artistic quality: 10/10
Sound quality: 9/10
Overall: 9/10

